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Divine Images and Human Imaginations in Ancient Greece and Rome Jul 14 2021
Based on the visual and textual evidence, this volume concentrates on the
artistic, intellectual, religious, and socio-political importance of divine
images as media of communication in the polytheistic cosmos of ancient
Greece and Rome.
Sallust's Histories and Triumviral Historiography Mar 10 2021 Sallust's
Histories and Triumviral Historiography explores the historiographical
innovations of the first century Roman historian Sallust, focusing on the
fragmentary Histories, an account of the turbulent years after the death of
the dictator Sulla. The Histories were written during the violent transition
from republic to empire, when Rome's political problems seemed insoluble and
its morals hopelessly decayed. The ruling triumvirate of Octavian, Mark
Antony, and Lepidus created a false sense of hope for the future,
relentlessly insisting that they were bringing peace to the republic. The
Histories address the challenges posed to historians by both civil war and
authoritarian rule. What does it mean, Sallust asks, to write history under
a regime that so skillfully manipulates or even replaces facts with a more
favorable narrative? Historiography needed a new purpose to remain relevant
and useful in the triumviral world. In the Histories, Sallust adopts an
analogical method of historiography that enables him to confront
contemporary issues under the pretext of historical narrative. The allusive
Histories challenge Sallust's audience to parse and analyze history as it is
being written by the actors themselves and to interrogate the relationship

between words and deeds. The first monograph in any language on the
Histories, this book offers comprehensive reading of Sallust's third and
final work, featuring discussion of a wide selection of fragments beyond the
speech and letters, set-pieces that have generally been studied in
isolation. It offers a valuable resource for academics and postgraduates
working on ancient historiography and Latin literature more generally; it
will also be of interest to ancient historians working on the late Roman
Republic. With English translations of all Greek and Latin passages, this
book will also be useful for undergraduate and graduate courses on
historiography, Latin literature, and Roman history.
Ancient Divination and Experience Jun 01 2020 This is an open access title
available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 licence. It is free to read
at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered as a free PDF download from OUP and
selected open access locations. This volume sets out to re-examine what
ancient people - primarily those in ancient Greek and Roman communities, but
also Mesopotamian and Chinese cultures - thought they were doing through
divination, and what this can tell us about the religions and cultures in
which divination was practised. The chapters, authored by a range of
established experts and upcoming early-career scholars, engage with four
shared questions: What kinds of gods do ancient forms of divination
presuppose? What beliefs, anxieties, and hopes did divination seek to
address? What were the limits of human 'control' of divination? What kinds
of human-divine relationships did divination create/sustain? The volume as a
whole seeks to move beyond functionalist approaches to divination in order
to identify and elucidate previously understudied aspects of ancient
divinatory experience and practice. Special attention is paid to the
experiences of non-elites, the perception of divine presence, the ways in
which divinatory techniques could surprise their users by yielding
unexpected or unwanted results, the difficulties of interpretation with
which divinatory experts were thought to contend, and the possibility that
divination could not just ease, but also exacerbate, anxiety in
practitioners and consultants.
Women Going Public Jan 08 2021 The Julio-Claudian period (c. 27 BC to 68
AD) was a time of great tension, witnessing profound challenges to Roman
political and social life. One manifestation of this was the increasingly
important role played by women in the power struggles that gripped the
Empire during the reign of Augustus and his four successors. This study
discusses the portrayal of women from imperial families, who developed high
public profiles to help to guarantee their family's continuity and create a
public image of the princeps and his reign.
Official Airline Guide Dec 19 2021
Dreamer in a Dead Language Nov 06 2020 Dreamer in a Dead Language is a
story from Pulitzer Prize finalist Grace Paley...
The Cambridge Companion to Ancient Athens Sep 28 2022 This book is a
comprehensive introduction to ancient Athens, its topography, monuments,
inhabitants, cultural institutions, religious rituals, and politics. Drawing
from the newest scholarship on the city, this volume examines how the city
was planned, how it functioned, and how it was transformed from a democratic
polis into a Roman urbs.
P375SM Oct 17 2021 Sager/Clevo P375SM laptop Service manual. Also a

http://playcybots.com walkthrough. Please note that this is a test book
(also useful, free information). Flowing text is the Cybots walkthrough,
scanned/original pages are the Clevo P375SM service manual.
Epigrams from Martial Oct 25 2019
Canadian Municipal and Planning Law Dec 27 2019 "This is your key to a
confident understanding of the structure, organization and authority of
municipal and planning law in Canada. The book analyzes the purpose and role
of municipal councils, courts and provincial agencies, giving you the basis
for the interpretation of municipal legislation. It includes references to
the planning and municipal statutes of a number of Canadian jurisdictions,
keeping you abreast of the most current legislative developments in this
area of law. This new edition is fully updated to reflect the changes and
developments that have occurred over the last 20 years, and since the advent
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms."--Publisher.
From Delos to Delphi Apr 30 2020
Annual Report; 1948 Jul 02 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Animals in the Ancient World from A to Z Feb 21 2022 The ancient Greeks and
Romans lived in a world teeming with animals. Animals were integral to
ancient commerce, war, love, literature and art. Inside the city they were
found as pets, pests, and parasites. They could be sacred, sacrificed,
liminal, workers, or intruders from the wild. Beyond the city domesticated
animals were herded and bred for profit and wild animals were hunted for
pleasure and gain alike. Specialists like Aristotle, Aelian, Pliny and
Seneca studied their anatomy and behavior. Geographers and travelers
described new lands in terms of their animals. Animals are to be seen on
every possible artistic medium, woven into cloth and inlaid into furniture.
They are the subject of proverbs, oaths and dreams. Magicians, physicians
and lovers turned to animals and their parts for their crafts. They paraded
before kings, inhabited palaces, and entertained the poor in the arena.
Quite literally, animals pervaded the ancient world from A-Z. In entries
ranging from short to long, Kenneth Kitchell offers insight into this
commonly overlooked world, covering representative and intriguing examples
of mammals, reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates. Familiar animals such as
the cow, dog, fox and donkey are treated along with more exotic animals such
as the babirussa, pangolin, and dugong. The evidence adduced ranges from
Minoan times to the Late Roman Empire and is taken from archaeology, ancient
authors, inscriptions, papyri, coins, mosaics and all other artistic media.
Whenever possible reasoned identifications are given for ancient animal

names and the realities behind animal lore are brought forth. Why did the
ancients think hippopotamuses practiced blood letting on themselves? How do
you catch a monkey? Why were hyenas thought to be hermaphroditic? Was there
really a vampire moth? Entries are accompanied by full citations to ancient
authors and an extensive bibliography. Of use to Classics students and
scholars, but written in a style designed to engage anyone interested in
Greco-Roman antiquity, Animals in the Ancient World from A to Z reveals the
extent and importance of the animal world to the ancient Greeks and Romans.
It answers many questions, asks several more, and seeks to stimulate further
research in this important field.
Rome and the Worlds beyond its Frontiers Jan 28 2020 Rome and the Worlds
Beyond Its Frontiers examines interactions between those within and those
beyond the boundaries of Rome, with an eye to the question of contested
identities and identity formations.
Women in Ancient Greece Aug 03 2020 Largely excluded from any public role,
the women of ancient Greece nonetheless appear in various guises in the art
and writing of the period, and in legal documents. These representations, in
Sue Blundell's analysis, reveal a great deal about women's day-to-day
experience as well as their legal and economic position - and how they were
regarded by men.
Creating Ethnicities & Identities in the Roman World Aug 23 2019 Questions
of ethnic and cultural identities are central to the contemporary
understanding of the Roman world. The expansion of Rome across Italy, the
Mediterranean, and beyond entailed encounters with a wide range of peoples.
Many of these had well-established pre-conquest ethnic identities which can
be compared with Roman perceptions of them. In other cases, the ethnicity of
peoples conquered by Rome has been perceived almost entirely through the
lenses of Roman ethnographic writing and administrative structures. The
formation of such identities, and the shaping of these identities by Rome,
was a vital part of the process of Roman imperialism. Comparisons across the
empire reveal some similarities in the processes of identity formation
during and after the period of Roman conquest, but they also reveal a
considerable degree of diversity and localisation in interactions between
Romans and others. This volume explores how these practices of ethnic
categorisation formed part of Roman strategies of control, and how people
living in particular places internalised them and developed their own senses
of belonging to an ethnic community. It includes both regional studies and
thematic approaches by leading scholars in the field--Publisher website.
Athenian Democratic Origins Sep 04 2020 In these interconnected essays the
late Geoffrey de Ste. Croix defends the institutions of the Athenian
democracy, showing that they were much more practical, rational, and
impartial than has usually been acknowledged. A major essay provides a new
view of Aristotle's use of sources in The Constitution of the Athenians, on
which so much of our knowledge of Athenian constitutional history depends.
Ste. Croix also argues that commercial factors had much less influence on
Greek politics than modern scholars tend to assume, and that there was no
such thing in any Greek state as a `commercial aristocracy'. As always, he
works out these general positions with the utmost lucidity and pungency, and
in meticulous detail. Though written in the 1960s, these hitherto
unpublished essays by a great radical historian will still constitute a

major contribution to contemporary debate. The editors and other specialists
have supplied an updating Afterword to each chapter, and the book contains a
thorough index.
Brill's Companion to Euripides (2 vols) May 12 2021 Brill’s Companion to
Euripides, as well as presenting a comprehensive and authoritative guide to
understanding Euripides and his masterworks, provides scholars and students
with compelling fresh perspectives upon a broad range of issues in the field
of Euripidean studies.
Fathers and Sons in Athens May 24 2022 As history's first democracy,
classical Athens invited political discourse. The Athenians, however could
not completely separate the politicals from the private sphere; indeed
father-son conflict, from patricide to murdering one's son, was a major
public as well as a private theme. In a fascinating historical reappraisal,
the author explores the consequences, for Athens and us, of the powerful
influence of familial ideology on politics.
Speech in Ancient Greek Literature Jun 25 2022 "Speech in Ancient Greek
Literature is the fifth volume in the series Studies in Ancient Greek
Narrative. There is hardly any Greek narrative text without speech, which
need not surprise in the literature of a culture which loved theatre and
also invented the art of rhetoric. This book offers a full discussion of the
types of speech, the modes of speech and their effective alternation, and
the functions of speech from Homer to Heliodorus, including the Gospels. For
the first time speech-introductions and 'speech in speech' are discussed
across all genres. All chapters also pay attention to moments when
characters do not speak"-Hellenistic Collection Jul 26 2022 Works by authors such as Philitas of
Cos, Alexander of Aetolia, Hermesianax of Colophon, Euphorion of Chalcis
and, especially Parthenius of Nicaea, who composed the mythograpical
Sufferings in Love, represent rich inventiveness in Hellenistic prose and
poetry from the fourth to the first century BCE.
A Historical and Topographical Guide to the Geography of Strabo Aug 27 2022
Strabo's Geography, completed in the early first century AD, is the primary
source for the history of Greek geography. This Guide provides the first
English analysis of and commentary on this long and difficult text, and
serves as a companion to the author's The Geography of Strabo, the first
English translation of the work in many years. It thoroughly analyzes each
of the seventeen books and provides perhaps the most thorough bibliography
as yet created for Strabo's work. Careful attention is paid to the
historical and cultural data, the thousands of toponyms, and the many lost
historical sources that are preserved only in the Geography. This volume
guides readers through the challenges and complexities of the text, allowing
an enhanced understanding of the numerous topics that Strabo covers, from
the travels of Alexander and the history of the Mediterranean to science,
religion, and cult.
Liberalization of Trade in Banking Services Oct 29 2022 "The financial
crisis struck with full force in the autumn of 2008. Very soon after the
start of the crisis, culprits were sought. An important recurring argument
was that liberalization of trade in banking services, as pursued at the
European (within the EU) and international level (in the WTO), had seriously
reduced the possibilities for governments to regulate and supervise the

banking sector. This book examines the validity of this claim and considers
how EU law and WTO law deal with the trade-off any policy-maker must make
between stability and efficiency in the market for banking services. The
book considers specifically the interaction between EU and WTO law because
the EU is itself a Member of the WTO, next to its Member States. This
implies that the EU must respect the obligations it undertook in the
framework of the WTO when the EU determines its policy towards third-country
banks"-Patrios Nomos Nov 25 2019
Accounts of Northern Barbarians in Tacitus' Annales Jun 13 2021
Roman Oratory Feb 09 2021 Publisher description
Miss Bunting Jul 22 2019 "Miss Bunting" by Angela Margaret Thirkell.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
War as a Cultural and Social Force Nov 18 2021
Revenge and Gender in Classical, Medieval and Renaissance Literature Jun 20
2019 Explores the representation of revenge from Classical to early modern
literature This collection explores a range of literary and historical texts
from ancient Greece and Rome, medieval Iceland and medieval and early modern
England to provide an understanding of wider historical continuities and
discontinuities in representations of gender and revenge. It brings together
approaches from literary criticism, gender theory, feminism, drama,
philosophy and ethics to allow greater discussion between these subjects and
across historical periods and to provide a more complex and nuanced
understanding of the ways in which ideas about gender and revenge
interrelate.
A Companion to Socrates Oct 05 2020 Written by an outstanding international
team of scholars, this Companion explores the profound influence of Socrates
on the history of Western philosophy. Discusses the life of Socrates and key
philosophical doctrines associated with him Covers the whole range of
Socratic studies from the ancient world to contemporary European philosophy
Examines Socrates’ place in the larger philosophical traditions of the
Hellenistic world, the Roman Empire, the Arabic world, the Renaissance, and
contemporary Europe Addresses interdisciplinary subjects such as Socrates
and Nietzsche, Socrates and psychoanalysis, and representations of Socrates
in art Helps readers to understand the meaning and significance of Socrates
across the ages
Teach Yourself VISUALLY LinkedIn Dec 07 2020 A complete visual guide to the
world's largest professional network Teach Yourself VISUALLY LinkedIn is
your guide to becoming a part of the world's largest professional network,
with over 259 million users across 200 countries and territories. Using fullcolor screen shots, this visually rich guide provides step-by-step
instructions that show you how to get the most out of the myriad tools and
features LinkedIn has to offer. The book is organized for quick, easy
navigation, and written in clear, concise language that allows you to get up

to speed quickly. LinkedIn has become the premier destination both for those
seeking employment, and those looking to employ others. A professional take
on social media, the site allows users to post resume-like profiles and
network with others in their fields, connecting with past, present, and
potentially future colleagues. LinkedIn is growing at a rate of two users
per second, making it a major hub and networking tool for those looking to
establish, maintain, or grow a professional network. This guide discusses
the purpose and benefits of LinkedIn, and shows you how to set up a
professional profile that will stand out from the crowd. Topics include:
Setting up your account Adding endorsements and recommendations Networking
with colleagues Posting status updates Showing off your strengths, talents,
and accomplishments is an important part of networking, and interacting with
others in your industry is an excellent way to get your name out there and
make new contacts. LinkedIn facilitates both, allowing you to broaden your
reach without leaving your desk. Teach Yourself VISUALLY LinkedIn helps you
get on board today.
Character, Narrator, and Simile in the Iliad Apr 11 2021 Jonathan L. Ready
offers the first comprehensive examination of Homer's similes in the Iliad
as arenas of heroic competition. This study concentrates primarily on
similes spoken by Homeric characters. The first to offer a sustained
exploration of such similes, Ready shows how characters are made to contest
through and over simile not only with one another but also with the
narrator. Ready investigates the narrator's similes as well. He demonstrates
that Homer amplifies the feat of a successful warrior by providing a
competitive orientation to sequences of similes used to describe battles. He
also offers a new interpretation of Homer's extended similes as a means for
the poet to imagine his characters as competitors for his attention.
Throughout this study, Ready makes innovative use of approaches from both
Homeric studies and narratology that have not yet been applied to the
analysis of Homer's similes.
Trade in the Ancient Mediterranean Apr 23 2022 How ancient Mediterranean
trade thrived through state institutions From around 700 BCE until the first
centuries CE, the Mediterranean enjoyed steady economic growth through
trade, reaching a level not to be regained until the early modern era. This
process of growth coincided with a process of state formation, culminating
in the largest state the ancient Mediterranean would ever know, the Roman
Empire. Subsequent economic decline coincided with state disintegration. How
are the two processes related? In Trade in the Ancient Mediterranean, Taco
Terpstra investigates how the organizational structure of trade benefited
from state institutions. Although enforcement typically depended on private
actors, traders could utilize a public infrastructure, which included not
only courts and legal frameworks but also socially cohesive ideologies.
Terpstra details how business practices emerged that were based on private
order, yet took advantage of public institutions. Focusing on the activity
of both private and public economic actors—from Greek city councilors and
Ptolemaic officials to long-distance traders and Roman magistrates and
financiers—Terpstra illuminates the complex relationship between economic
development and state structures in the ancient Mediterranean.
The Discourse of Kingship in Classical Greece Jan 20 2022 This book
examines how ancient authors explored ideas of kingship as a political role

fundamental to the construction of civic unity, the use of kingship stories
to explain the past and present unity of the polis and the distinctive
function or status attributed to kings in such accounts. It explores the
notion of kingship offered by historians such as Herodotus, as well as
dramatists writing for the Athenian stage, paying particular attention to
dramatic depictions of the unique capabilities of Theseus in uniting the
city in the figure of the 'democratic king'. It also discusses kingship in
Greek philosophy: the Socratics' identification of an 'art of kingship', and
Xenophon and Isocrates' model of 'virtue monarchy'. In turn, these allow a
rereading of explorations of kingship and excellence in Plato's later
political thought, seen as a critique of these models, and also in
Aristotle's account of total kingship or pambasileia, treated here as a
counterfactual device developed to explore the epistemic benefits of
democracy. This book offers a fascinating insight into the institution of
monarchy in classical Greek thought and society, both for those working on
Greek philosophy and politics, and also for students of the history of
political thought.
The Fragments of the Roman Historians Sep 23 2019
Genre in Archaic and Classical Greek Poetry Feb 27 2020 Genre in Archaic
and Classical Greek Poetryforegrounds innovative approaches to the question
of genre, what it means, and how to think about it for ancient Greek poetry
and performance. Embracing multiple definitions of genre and lyric, the
volume pushes beyond current dominant trends within the field of Classics to
engage with a variety of other disciplines, theories, and models. Eleven
papers by leading scholars of ancient Greek culture cover a wide range of
media, from Sappho's songs to elegiac inscriptions to classical tragedy.
Collectively, they develop a more holistic understanding of the concept of
lyric genre, its relevance to the study of ancient texts, and its relation
to subsequent ideas about lyric.
›Dionysiac‹ Dialogues Sep 16 2021 This is the first holistic approach to
Euripides' Bacchae both as a receiving-text that draws on Aeschylus'
'Dionysiac' tetralogies and as a source-text of Christus Patiens. The book
brings forward the reception of style, dramatic technique, situati
United States Supreme Court Decisions, 1778-1996 Aug 15 2021 Janousek's new
edition of this immensely valuable work will simplify the process of finding
excerpts and commentary on every Supreme Court decision, as well as the
texts, whether in government documents or reprinted in other sources, of the
decisions themselves. This third volume in the series covers the literature
from 1980 to 1995, indexing discussion and analysis in both monographs and
periodicals of Court decisions from its earliest days.
Polybius and His Legacy Mar 30 2020 Although scholars continue to address
old questions about Polybius, it is clear that they are also turning their
attention to aspects of his history that have been inadequately dealt with
in the past or have even gone largely unnoticed. Polybius' history is
increasingly treated not just as a source of valuable information on the
impressive expansion of Roman rule in the Mediterranean world, but also as a
complex and nuanced narrative with its own interests and purposes. Moreover,
since (apart from Livy's use of Polybius, which has been thoroughly
discussed) most studies of Polybius' reception focus on the modern world,
especially in relation to the theory of mixed constitutions, finding out

more about Polybius' impact on ancient Greek and Roman authors remains a
major desideratum. This volume brings together contributions which, in
either posing new questions or reformulating old ones, attest both to the
ardent scholarly interest currently directed toward Polybius and to the
variety of hermeneutical issues raised by his work. Subjects discussed
include Polybius' historical ideas, his methods of composition, his views on
the role of the historian, his representation of cultural difference, his
intertextual affinities, and his reception and influence. Taken together,
the papers in this collection attempt to promote a deeper understanding of
the qualities and peculiarities of Polybius' history, as well as to offer
fresh insights into the interpretation of this important work.
Slaves and Masters in the Ancient Novel Mar 22 2022 The present volume
contains revised versions of most of the papers that were delivered at RICAN
7, which was held in Rethymnon, Crete, on 27-28 May 2013. The focus of the
conference was on the portrayal and function of male and female slaves and
their masters/mistresses in the ancient novel and related texts; the complex
relationship between these social categories raises questions about slavery
and freedom, gender and identity, stability of the self and social mobility,
social control and social death. The papers offer a wide and rich range of
perspectives: enslavement of elite women in Chariton's Callirhoe and Stoic
ideas of moral slavery in Dio Chrysostom (Hilton); reversal of social status
and techniques of (self-)characterization in Chariton (De Temmerman); the
interaction between implicit and explicit narratives of slavery in Chariton
and its effect on the readers of the novel (Owens); the narratological,
structural and symbolic centrality of slavery in Xenophon's Ephesiaka
(Trzaskoma); the socio-historical dimensions of slavery and the prominent
discourse on despotism in Iamblichus' Babyloniaka (Dowden); the balance
between historical accuracy and fiction in the representation of slavery in
Achilles Tatius (Billault); animals, human slaves and elite masters, and the
presence of Rome in Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (Bowie); the distribution of
slaves on the geographical, cultural and moral maps drawn in Heliodorus'
Aithiopika (Montiglio); slave women and their relationships to their
mistresses as positive and negative paradigms of love in Heliodorus'
Aithiopika (Morgan and Repath); the freedman's world as a self-perpetuating
and closed universe in Petronius' Satyrica (Bodel); beauty, slavery and the
destabilization of societal norms and authority figures in Petronius'
Satyrica (Panayotakis); the interaction between Roman comedy and elegy in
the representation of the relationship of Lucius and Photis in Apuleius'
Metamorphoses (May); a comparative analysis of the semantics and function of
slavery-related terms in pseudo-Lucian's Onos and Apuleius' Metamorphoses
(Paschalis); enslaved and free storytelling in the Life of Aesop and the
history and evolution of the ancient fable tradition (Lefkowitz).
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